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Trade Secret

We start in earnest with trade secret law, which protects against the theft of valuable
business secrets. “Secrecy” in this context is something of a term of art; whether
something is considered secret as a factual matter depends heavily on what kinds of
observation and disclosure trade secret law will protect against. Most of this chapter
is devoted to helping you understand the previous sentence.

Trade secret law is primarily state law. It has deep common-law roots as a branch
of “unfair competition” law. Section 757 of the Restatement (First) of Torts re-
flected its essential principles; the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition up-
dated and expanded on them. The big story of the last few decades in trade secret
law, however, has been the rise of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, some version of
which has been adopted by 47 states. The federal Economic Espionage Act crimi-
nalizes an important subset of trade secret misappropriation, but most trade secret
cases still arise under state law.

Why protect trade secrets? At least three stories rub elbows in the cases and
commentary. There is a property story: keeping secrets safe gives companies in-
centives to invest in creating valuable information in the first place. There is an
arms race story: unless trade secrets received legal protection, companies would
inefficiently overinvest in self-help to protect them, and other companies would in-
efficiently overinvest in stealing them. And there is a competition story: trade secret
law deters unethical business practices and encourages companies to compete with
each other fairly. As you read the materials in this chapter, pay attention to which of
these stories the courts are invoking, and look for places in which the stories cut in
different directions.
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A Subject Matter
It is clear, uncontroversial, and unsurprising that the essential requirement for hav-
ing a trede secret is actual secrecy: the information must not be widely known. The
concept is not complicated, but it is subtle. Lange and Learning Curve start the pro-
cess of unpacking those subtleties.

But secrecy alone is not enough; not every secret is a trade secret. When one
fifth-grader asks another to cross her heart and hope to die before revealing s bit of
gossip about a mutual friend, this is not the kind of secret the courts will take an
interest in. Read the three definitions of “trade secret” below and try to identify
the something extra that makes for a protectable trade secret. (Is it the same for all
three?) Netcom is an exotic case, at the frontiers of trade secret law, but it provides a
window onto what should and should not count as a “trade” secret.

This division will recur throughout our discussion of subject matter for differ-
ent forms of intellectual property. Some subject matter requirements, like secrecy,
deal with specific factual questions about particular information: was this list really
secret, or were the details already public knowledge? Originality in copyright and
distinctiveness in trademark are both this sort of requirement. Other subject matter
requirements are more general: they express a policy that certain kinds of informa-
tion are the wrong sort of thing for a given field of intellectual property. Personal –
rather than professional – secrets are the wrong sort of thing for trade secret law,
and Netcom considers whether religious texts are, too. Trademark law’s exclusion
of functional product features is another classic example of this sort of requirement.
The dividing line between the two kinds of requirements is not always clear, so this
casebook will not always insist on distinguishing them, but the distinction is worth
keeping in mind as you consider the kinds of work that subject-matter doctrines do.

Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition

§ 39 - Definition of Trade Secret

A trade secret is any information that can be used in the operation of a business
or other enterprise and that is sufficiently valuable and secret to afford an actual or
potential economic advantage over others.

Uniform Trade Secrets Act

§ 1 - Definitions

(4) “Trade secret”means information, including a formula, pattern, compilation,
program, device, method, technique, or process, that:
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(i) derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being
generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means
by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or
use, and

(ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to
maintain its secrecy.

Restatement of Torts

§ 757 - Liability for Disclosure or Use of Another’s Trade Secret
Cmt. b A trade secret may consist of any formula, pattern, device or compilation of

information which is used in one’s business, and which gives him an opportu-
nity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use it. …An
exact definition of a trade secret is not possible. Some factors to be considered
in determining whether given information is one’s trade secret are:
1. the extent to which the information is known outside of his business;
2. the extent to which it is known by employees and others involved in his

business;
3. the extent of measures taken by him to guard the secrecy of the informa-

tion;
4. the value of the information to him and to his competitors;
5. the amount of effort or money expended by him in developing the infor-

mation;
6. the ease or difficulty with which the information could be properly ac-

quired or duplicated by others.

United States v. Lange
312 F.3d 263 (7th Cir. 2002)

Easterbrook, Circuit Judge:
Matthew Lange has been convicted of violating 18 U.S.C. § 1832, part of the

Economic Espionage Act of 1996. This statute makes it a felony to sell, disseminate,
or otherwise deal in trade secrets, or attempt to do so, without the owner’s consent.
Lange stole computer data from Replacement Aircraft Parts Co. [RAPCO], his for-
mer employer, and attempted to sell the data to one of RAPCO’s competitors. He
allows that his acts violated § 1832, if the data contained “trade secrets,” but denies
that the data met the statutory definition:
(3) the term “trade secret” means all forms and types of financial, business, sci-
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entific, technical, economic, or engineering information, including patterns,
plans, compilations, program devices, formulas, designs, prototypes, meth-
ods, techniques, processes, procedures, programs, or codes, whether tangible
or intangible, and whether or how stored, compiled, or memorialized physi-
cally, electronically, graphically, photographically, or in writing if—
(A) the owner thereof has taken reasonable measures to keep such informa-

tion secret; and
(B) the information derives independent economic value, actual or potential,

from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable
through proper means by, the public; …

18 U.S.C. § 1839. Lange’s appeal requires us to apply this definition.
RAPCO is in the business of making aircraft parts for the aftermarket. It buys

original equipment parts, then disassembles them to identify (and measure) each
component. This initial step of reverse engineering, usually performed by a drafter
such as Lange, produces a set of measurements and drawings. Because this case
involves an effort to sell the intellectual property used to make a brake assembly, we
use brakes as an illustration.

Knowing exactly what a brake assembly looks like does not enable RAPCO to
make a copy. It must figure out how to make a substitute with the same (or better)
technical specifications. … Aftermarket manufacturers must experiment with dif-
ferent alloys and compositions until they achieve a process and product that fulfils
requirements set by the Federal Aviation Administration for each brake assembly.
Completed assemblies must be exhaustively tested to demonstrate, to the FAA’s
satisfaction, that all requirements have been met; only then does the FAA certify
the part for sale. For brakes this entails 100 destructive tests on prototypes, bring-
ing a spinning 60-ton wheel to a halt at a specified deceleration measured by a dy-
namometer. Further testing of finished assemblies is required. It takes RAPCO a
year or two to design, and obtain approval for, a complex part; the dynamometer
testing alone can cost $75,000. But the process of experimenting and testing can be
avoided if the manufacturer demonstrates that its parts are identical (in composition
andmanufacturing processes) to parts that have already been certified. What Lange,
a disgruntled former employee, offered for sale was all the information required to
obtain certification of several components as identical to parts for which RAPCO
held certification. Lange included with the package—which he offered via the Inter-
net to anyone willing to pay his price of $100,000 – a pirated copy of AutoCAD, the
computer-assisted drawing software that RAPCO uses to maintain its drawings and
specifications data. One person to whom Lange tried to peddle the data informed
RAPCO, which turned to the FBI. Lange was arrested following taped negotiations
that supply all the evidence necessary for conviction—if the data satisfy the statutory
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definition of trade secrets.
One ingredient of a trade secret is that “the owner thereof has taken reason-

able measures to keep such information secret”. Lange contends that the proof fell
short, but a sensible trier of fact (in this bench trial, the district judge) could have
concluded that RAPCO took “reasonable measures to keep [the] information se-
cret”. RAPCO stores all of its drawings and manufacturing data in its CAD room,
which is protected by a special lock, an alarm system, and a motion detector. The
number of copies of sensitive information is kept to a minimum; surplus copies are
shredded. Some information in the plans is coded, and few people know the keys
to these codes. Drawings and other manufacturing information contain warnings of
RAPCO’s intellectual- property rights; every employee receives a notice that the in-
formation with which he works is confidential. None of RAPCO’s subcontractors
receives full copies of the schematics; by dividing the work among vendors, RAPCO
ensures that none can replicate the product. This makes it irrelevant that RAPCO
does not require vendors to sign confidentiality agreements; it relies on deeds (the
splitting of tasks) rather than promises to maintain confidentiality. Although, as
Lange says, engineers and drafters knewwhere to get the key to the CAD room door,
keeping these employees out can’t be an ingredient of “reasonable measures to keep
[the] information secret”; then no one could do any work. So too with plans sent to
subcontractors, which is why dissemination to suppliers does not undermine a claim
of trade secret. See Rockwell Graphic Systems, Inc. v. DEV Industries, Inc., 925 F.2d
174 (7th Cir. 1991).

The second ingredient is that “the information derives independent economic
value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being read-
ily ascertainable through proper means by, the public[.]” According to Lange, all
data obtained by reverse engineering some other product are “readily ascertainable
... by the public” because everyone can do what RAPCO did: buy an original part,
disassemble and measure it, and make a copy. The prosecutor responds to this con-
tention by observing that “the public” is unable to reverse engineer an aircraft brake
assembly.

The prosecutor’s assumption is that the statutory reference in § 1839(3) to “the
public” means the general public – the man in the street. Ordinary people don’t
have AutoCAD and 60-ton flywheels ready to hand. But is the general public the
right benchmark?

A problem with using the general public as the reference group for identifying a
trade secret is that many things unknown to the public at large are well known to en-
gineers, scientists, and others whose intellectual property the Economic Espionage
Act was enacted to protect. Thismakes the general public a poor benchmark for sep-
arating commercially valuable secrets from obscure (but generally known) informa-
tion. Suppose that Lange had offered to sell Avogadro’s number for $1. Avogadro’s
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number, 6.02x1023, is the number of molecules per mole of gas. It is an important
constant, known to chemists since 1909 but not to the general public (or even to all re-
cent graduates of a chemistry class). We can’t believe that Avogadro’s number could
be called a trade secret. Other principles are known without being comprehended.
Most people know that E = mc2, but a pop quiz of the general public would reveal
that they do not understand what this means or how it can be used productively.

Onemight respond that the context of theword“public” addresses this concern.
The full text of § 1839(3)(B) is: “the information derives independent economic
value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily
ascertainable through proper means by, the public”. Avogadro’s number and other
obscure knowledge is not “generally known to” the man in the street but might be
deemed “readily ascertainable to” this hypothetical person. It appears in any num-
ber of scientific handbooks. Similarly one can visit a library and read Einstein’s own
discussion of his famous equation. Members of the general public can ascertain even
abstruse information, such as Schrodinger’s quantum field equation, by consulting
people in the know – as high school dropouts can take advantage of obscure legal
rules by hiring lawyers. ...

Section 1839(3)(B) as a whole refers to the source of economic value – that the
information is not known to or easily discoverable by persons who could use it pro-
ductively. … And for purposes of this case those people would be engineers and
manufacturers of aircraft parts, who have ample means to reverse engineer their
competitors’ products. It is by keeping secrets from its rivals that RAPCO captures
the returns of its design and testing work. Thus it is unnecessary here to decide
whether “general” belongs in front of “public” – for even if it does, the econom-
ically valuable information is not “readily ascertainable” to the general public, the
educated public, the economically relevant public, or any sensible proxy for these
groups. …

Lange wants us to proceed as if all he tried to sell were measurements that any-
one could have taken with calipers after disassembling an original-equipment part.
Such measurements could not be called trade secrets if, as Lange asserts, the as-
semblies in question were easy to take apart and measure. But no one would have
paid $100,000 for metes and bounds, while Lange told his customers that the data
on offer were worth more than that asking price. Which they were. What Lange
had, and tried to sell, were the completed specifications and engineering diagrams
that reflected all the work completed after the measurements had been taken: the
metallurgical data, details of the sintering, the results of the tests, the plans needed
to produce the finished goods, everything required to get FAA certification of a part
supposedly identical to one that had been approved. Those details “derived inde-
pendent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and
not being readily ascertainable through proper means by, the public[.]” Every firm
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other than the original equipment manufacturer and RAPCO had to pay dearly to
devise, test, and win approval of similar parts; the details unknown to the rivals,
and not discoverable with tape measures, had considerable “independent economic
value … from not being generally known”. A sensible trier of fact could determine
that Lange tried to sell trade secrets. It was his customer’s cooperationwith the FBI,
and not public access to the data, that prevented closing of the sale. …

Learning Curve Toys, Inc. v. PlayWood Toys, Inc.
342 F. 3d 714 (7th Cir. 2003)

Ripple, Circuit Judge:
PlayWood Toys, Inc. (”PlayWood”) obtained a jury verdict against Learning

Curve Toys, Inc. and its representatives, RoyWilson, Harry Abraham and John Lee
(collectively, ”Learning Curve”), for misappropriation of a trade secret in a realis-
tic looking and sounding toy railroad track under the Illinois Trade Secrets Act, 765
ILCS 1065/1 et seq. Although there was substantial evidence of misappropriation
before the jury, the district court did not enter judgment on the jury’s verdict. In-
stead, it granted judgment as a matter of law in favor of Learning Curve, holding that
PlayWood did not have a protectable trade secret in the toy railroad track. PlayWood
appealed. ...

I. Background
In 1992, Robert Clausi and his brother-in-law, Scott Moore, began creating proto-
types of wooden toys under the name PlayWood Toys, Inc., a Canadian corporation.
Clausi was the sole toy designer andMoore was the sole officer and director of Play-
Wood. NeitherClausi norMoore had prior experience in the toy industry, but Clausi
had ”always been a bit of a doodler and designer,” and the two men desired to ”cre-
ate high-quality hardwood maple toys for the independent toy market.” As a newly
formed corporation, PlayWood did not own a facility in which it could produce toys.
Instead, it worked in conjunction with Mario Borsato, who owned a wood-working
facility. Subject to a written confidentiality agreement with PlayWood, Borsatoman-
ufactured prototypes for PlayWood based on Clausi’s design specifications.

PlayWood’s first attempt to market publicly its toys was at the Toronto Toy Fair
on January 31, 1992. PlayWood received favorable reviews from many of the toy
retailers in attendance; PlayWood also learned that the best way to get recognition
for its toys was to attend the New York Toy Fair (”Toy Fair”) the following month.
Based on this information, Clausi and Moore secured a position at the Toy Fair in
order to display PlayWood’s prototypes. It was during this Toy Fair that Clausi and
Moore first encountered Learning Curve representatives Roy Wilson, Harry Abra-
ham and John Lee.
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On the morning of February 12, 1993, the first day of the Toy Fair, Roy Wilson
stopped at PlayWood’s booth and engaged Clausi and Moore in conversation. Wil-
son identified himself as Learning Curve’s toy designer and explained that his com-
pany had a license from the Britt Allcroft Company to develop Thomas the Tank
Engine & Friends™(hereinafter ”Thomas”) trains and accessories. Wilson com-
mented that he was impressed with the look and quality of PlayWood’s prototypes
and raised the possibility of working together under a custom manufacturing con-
tract to produce Learning Curve’s line of Thomas products. Clausi and Moore re-
sponded that such an arrangementwould be of great interest to PlayWood. Later that
same day, Harry Abraham, Learning Curve’s vice president, and John Lee, Learn-
ing Curve’s president, also stopped by PlayWood’s booth. They too commented on
the quality of PlayWood’s prototypes and indicated that PlayWood might be a good
candidate for a manufacturing contract with Learning Curve.

Clausi and Moore continued to have discussions with Learning Curve’s repre-
sentatives over the remaining days of the Toy Fair, which ended on February 14.
During these discussions, Lee indicated that he would like two of his people, Abra-
ham and Wilson, to visit PlayWood in Toronto the day after the Toy Fair ended in
order to determine whether the two parties could work out amanufacturing arrange-
ment for some or all of Learning Curve’s wooden toys. Clausi, feeling a little over-
whelmed by the suggestion, requested that their visit be postponed a few days so that
he could better acquaint himself with Learning Curve’s products. The parties ulti-
mately agreed that Abraham and Wilson would visit PlayWood at Borsato’s facility
on February 18, 1993, four days after the conclusion of the Toy Fair. Clausi spent
the next several days after the Toy Fair researching Learning Curve’s products and
considering how PlayWood could produce Learning Curve’s trains and track.

On February 18, 1993, Abraham and Wilson visited PlayWood in Toronto as
planned. The meeting began with a tour of Borsato’s woodworking facility, where
the prototypes on display at the Toy Fair had been made. After the tour, the parties
went to the conference room at Borsato’s facility. At this point, according to Clausi
and Moore, the parties agreed to make their ensuing discussion confidential. Clausi
testified:

After we sat down in the board room, Harry [Abraham of Learning
Curve] immediately said: ”Look, we’re going to disclose confidential
information to you guys, and we’re going to disclose some designs that
Roy [Wilson of Learning Curve] has that are pretty confidential. If Brio
were to get their hands on them, then we wouldn’t like that. And we’re
going to do it under the basis of a confidential understanding.”

And I said: ”I also have some things, some ideas on how to produce the
track and produce the trains now that I’ve had a chance to look at them
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for the last couple of days, and I think they’re confidential as well. So if
we’re both okay with that, we should continue.” So we did.

Moore testified to the existence of a similar conversation:

It was at this point that Harry Abraham told us that they were going to
disclose some confidential documents, drawings, pricing, margins, and
asked us if we would keep that information confidential. ...

I believe it was Robert [Clausi] who said that, you know, absolutely, we
would keep it confidential. In fact, we had some ideas that we felt would
be confidential we would be disclosing to them, and would they keep
it, you know, confidential? Would they reciprocate? And Harry [Abra-
ham] said: ”Absolutely.” And then we proceeded to go along with the
meeting.

Immediately after the parties agreed to keep their discussion confidential, Wilson, at
Abraham’s direction, showed Clausi and Moore drawings of various Thomas char-
acters and provided information on the projected volume of each of the products.
Clausi testified that he considered the documents disclosed by Learning Curve dur-
ing the meeting confidential because they included information on products not
yet released to the public, as well as Learning Curve’s projected volumes, costs
and profit margins for various products. After viewing 718*718 Wilson’s various
drawings, the parties discussed PlayWood’s ideas on how to manufacture Learning
Curve’s trains. Clausi suggested that they might use a CNC machine, which he de-
fined as a computer numerically controlled drill that carves in three dimensions, to
create Learning Curve’s trains out of a single piece of wood (as opposed to piecing
together separate pieces of wood).

The parties’ discussion eventually moved away from train production and fo-
cused on track design. Wilson showed Clausi and Moore drawings of Learning
Curve’s track and provided samples of their current product. At this point, Abraham
confided to Clausi and Moore that track had posed ”a bit of a problem for Learn-
ing Curve.” Trial Tr. at 85. Abraham explained that sales were terrific for Learning
Curve’sThomas trains, but that sales were abysmal for its track. Abraham attributed
the lack of sales to the fact that Learning Curve’s track was virtually identical to that
of its competitor, Brio, which had the lion’s share of the track market. Because there
was ”no differentiation” between the two brands of track, Learning Curve’s track
was not even displayed inmany of the toy stores that carried Learning Curve’s prod-
ucts. Id. Learning Curve had worked unsuccessfully for several months attempting
to differentiate its track from that of Brio.

After detailing the problems with Learning Curve’s existing track, Abraham in-
quired of Clausi whether ”there was a way to differentiate” its track from Brio’s
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track. Clausi immediately responded that he ”had had a chance to look at the track
and get a feel for it [over] the last few days” and that his ”thoughts were that if the
track were more realistic and more functional, that kids would enjoy playing with it
more and itwould give the retailer a reason to carry the product, especially if it looked
different than the Brio track.” Clausi further explained that, if the track ”made noise
and [] looked like real train tracks, that the stores wouldn’t have any problem, and
the Thomas the Tank line, product line would have [] its own different track” and
could ”effectively compete with Brio.” Id. Abraham andWilson indicated that they
were ”intrigued” by Clausi’s idea and asked himwhat he meant by ”making noise.”

Clausi decided to showAbraham andWilson exactly what he meant. Clausi took
a piece of Learning Curve’s existing track from the table, drew some lines across
the track (about every three-quarters of an inch), and stated: ”We can go ahead and
machine grooves right across the upper section ..., which would look like railway
tracks, and down belowmachine little indentations as well so that it would lookmore
like or sound more like real track. You would roll along and bumpity-bumpity as you
go along.” Clausi then called Borsato into the conference room and asked him to
cut grooves into the wood ”about a quarter of an inch deep from the top surface.”
Borsato left the room, complied with Clausi’s request, and returned with the cut
track three or fourminutes later. Clausi ran a train back and forth over the cut piece of
track. The track looked more realistic than before, but it did not make noise because
the grooves were not deep enough. Accordingly, Clausi instructed Borsato to cut the
grooves ”just a little bit deeper so that they go through the rails.” Borsato complied
with Clausi’s request once again and returned a few minutes later with the cut piece
of track. Clausi proceeded to run a train back and forth over the track. This time
the track made a ”clickety-clack” sound, but the train did not run smoothly over
the track because the grooves were cut ”a little bit too deep.” Based on the sound
produced by the track, Clausi told Abraham andMoore that if PlayWood procured a
contractwithLearningCurve to produce the track, they could call it ”Clickety-Clack
Track.”

BothAbrahamandWilson indicated thatClausi’s concept of cutting grooves into
the track to produce a clacking sound was a novel concept. Thereafter, Wilson and
Clausi began to discuss how they could improve the idea to make the train run more
smoothly on the track, but Abraham interrupted them and stated: ”No, focus. You
guys have to get the contract for the basic product first, and then we can talk about
new products, because ... it takes [our licensor] a long time to approve new products
and new designs.” .

The meeting ended shortly thereafter without further discussion about Clausi’s
concept for the noise-producing track. Before he left,Wilson askedClausi if he could
take the piece of track that Borsato had cutwith himwhile the parties continued their
discussions. Clausi gave Wilson the piece of track without hesitation. The piece of
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track was the only item that Abraham and Wilson took from the meeting. Clausi
and Moore did not ask Wilson for a receipt for the cut track, nor did they seek a
written confidentiality agreement to protect PlayWood’s alleged trade secret. After
the meeting, Clausi amended PlayWood’s confidentiality agreement with Borsato
to ensure that materials discussed during the meeting would remain confidential.
Clausi also stamped many of the documents that he received from Learning Curve
during the meeting as confidential because they included information on products
not yet released to the public. PlayWood never disclosed the contents of Learning
Curve’s documents to anyone.

During March of 1993, PlayWood and Learning Curve met on three separate
occasions to discuss further the possibility of PlayWood manufacturing Learning
Curve’sThomas products. At one of themeetings, and at LearningCurve’s request,
PlayWood submitted a manufacturing proposal for the Thomas products. Learning
Curve rejected PlayWood’s proposal. Learning Curve told Clausi that its licensor
wanted the Thomas products to be made in the United States.

Thereafter, PlayWood had no contact with Learning Curve until late October
of 1993, when Abraham contacted Clausi to discuss another possible manufacturing
contract because Learning Curve’s secondary supplier was not providing enough
product. Again, PlayWood submitted amanufacturing proposal at Learning Curve’s
request, but it too was rejected. Learning Curve later stated that its new business
partner had decided to manufacture the product in China.

Clausi andMoore continued towork onPlayWood’s toy concepts. After the 1994
New York Toy Fair, which was not particularly successful for PlayWood, Clausi and
Moore began to focus their efforts on refining PlayWood’s concept for the noise-
producing track. During this time, Clausi and Moore made no attempt to license or
sell the concept to other toy companies because they believed that PlayWood still
had ”an opportunity to get in the door” with Learning Curve if they could perfect
the concept and also because they believed that they were bound by a confidentiality
agreement.

In December of 1994, while shopping for additional track with which to experi-
ment, Moore discovered that Learning Curve was selling noise-producing track un-
der the name”Clickety-ClackTrack.”Like the piece of track that Clausi hadBorsato
cut during PlayWood’s February 18, 1993, meeting with Learning Curve, Clickety-
ClackTrack™has parallel grooves cut into thewood, which cause a ”clacking” sound
as train wheels roll over the grooves. Learning Curve was promoting the new track
as

the first significant innovation in track design since the inception of
wooden train systems.... It is quite simply the newest and most excit-
ing development to come along recently in the wooden train industry,
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and it’s sure to cause a sensation in the marketplace.... [I]t brings that
sound and feel of the real thing to a child’s world of make-believe with-
out bells, whistles, electronic sound chips or moving parts.

Moore was ”stunned” when he saw the track because he believed that Learning
Curve had stolen PlayWood’s concept. He testified: ”This was our idea. This is
what we’ve been working on even up to that day to go back to [Learning Curve] as
an opportunity to get in the door, and there it is on the shelf.” Moore purchased a
package of Clickety-Clack Track™and showed it to Clausi. Clausi testified that he
was disappointed when he saw the track because he believed that Learning Curve
had taken PlayWood’s name and design concept ”almost exactly as per [their] con-
versation” on February 18, 1993.

PlayWood promptly wrote a cease and desist letter to Learning Curve. The let-
ter accused Learning Curve of stealing PlayWood’s concept for the noise-producing
track that it disclosed to Learning Curve ”in confidence in the context of a manu-
facturing proposal.” Learning Curve responded by seeking a declaratory judgment
that it owned the concept.

Previously, on March 16, 1994, Learning Curve had applied for a patent on the
noise-producing track. The patent, which was obtained on October 3, 1995, claims
the addition of parallel impressions or grooves in the rails, which cause a ”clacking”
sound to be emitted as train wheels roll over them. The patent identifies RoyWilson
of Learning Curve as the inventor.

Clickety-Clack Track™provided an enormous boost to Learning Curve’s sales.
Learning Curve had $20 million in track sales by the first quarter of 2000, and $40
million for combined track and accessory sales.

II. Discussion ...
The parties agree that their dispute is governed by the Illinois Trade Secrets Act
(”Act”), 765 ILCS 1065/1 et seq. To prevail on a claim for misappropriation of a
trade secret under the Act, the plaintiff must demonstrate that the information at is-
sue was a trade secret, that it was misappropriated and that it was used in the defen-
dant’s business. The issue currently before us is whether there was legally sufficient
evidence for the jury to find that PlayWood had a trade secret in its concept for the
noise-producing toy railroad track that it revealed to Learning Curve on February
18, 1993.

The Act defines a trade secret as:

[I]nformation, including but not limited to, technical or non-technical
data, a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, tech-
nique, drawing, process, financial data, or list of actual or potential cus-
tomers or suppliers, that:
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(1) is sufficiently secret to derive economic value, actual or potential,
from not being generally known to other persons who can obtain
economic value from its disclosure or use; and

(2) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances
to maintain its secrecy or confidentiality.

Both of the Act’s statutory requirements focus fundamentally on the secrecy of the
information sought to be protected. However, the requirements emphasize different
aspects of secrecy. The first requirement, that the information be sufficiently secret
to impart economic value because of its relative secrecy, precludes trade secret pro-
tection for information generally known or understood within an industry even if
not to the public at large. The second requirement, that the plaintiff take reasonable
efforts to maintain the secrecy of the information, prevents a plaintiff who takes no
affirmative measures to prevent others from using its proprietary information from
obtaining trade secret protection.

Although the Act explicitly defines a trade secret in terms of these two require-
ments, Illinois courts frequently refer to six common law factors (which are derived
from § 757 of the Restatement (First) of Torts) in determining whether a trade se-
cret exists: (1) the extent to which the information is known outside of the plaintiff’s
business; (2) the extent to which the information is known by employees and others
involved in the plaintiff’s business; (3) the extent of measures taken by the plain-
tiff to guard the secrecy of the information; (4) the value of the information to the
plaintiff’s business and to its competitors; (5) the amount of time, effort and money
expended by the plaintiff in developing the information; and (6) the ease or difficulty
with which the information could be properly acquired or duplicated by others.

Contrary to Learning Curve’s contention, we do not construe the foregoing fac-
tors as a six-part test, in which the absence of evidence on any single factor necessar-
ily precludes a finding of trade secret protection. Instead, we interpret the common
law factors as instructive guidelines for ascertaining whether a trade secret exists
under the Act. The language of the Act itself makes no reference to these factors
as independent requirements for trade secret status, and Illinois case law imposes
no such requirement that each factor weigh in favor of the plaintiff. In this respect,
Illinois law is compatible with the approach in other states. Courts from other juris-
dictions, as well as legal scholars, have noted that the Restatement factors are not to
be applied as a list of requisite elements.

The existence of a trade secret ordinarily is a question of fact. A trade secret is
one of the most elusive and difficult concepts in the law to define. In many cases,
the existence of a trade secret is not obvious; it requires an ad hoc evaluation of all
the surrounding circumstances. For this reason, the question of whether certain in-
formation constitutes a trade secret ordinarily is best resolved by a fact finder after
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full presentation of evidence from each side. ... PlayWood presented sufficient ev-
idence for the jury reasonably to conclude that the Restatement factors weighed in
PlayWood’s favor.
1. Extent to which PlayWood’s concept for noise-producing toy railroad track was
known outside of PlayWood’s business
PlayWood presented substantial evidence from which the jury could have deter-
mined that PlayWood’s concept for noise-producing toy railroad trackwas not gener-
ally known outside of Playwood’s business. It was undisputed at trial that no similar
trackwas on themarket until LearningCurve launchedClickety-ClackTrack™in late
1994, more than a year after PlayWood first conceived of the concept. Of course, as
Learning Curve correctly points out, merely being the first or only one to use par-
ticular information does not in and of itself transform otherwise general knowledge
into a trade secret. If it did, the first person to use the information, nomatter how or-
dinary or well known, would be able to appropriate it to his own use under the guise
of a trade secret. However, in this case, there was additional evidence from which
the jury could have determined that PlayWood’s concept was not generally known
within the industry.

First, there was substantial testimony that Learning Curve had attempted to dif-
ferentiate its track from that of its competitors for several months, but that it had
been unable to do so successfully.

Furthermore, PlayWood’s expert witness, Michael Kennedy, testified that Play-
Wood’s concept, as embodied in Clickety-Clack Track™, was unique and permit-
ted ”its seller to differentiate itself from a host of competitors who [were] making a
generic product.”Kennedy explained that the look, sound and feel of the trackmade
it distinct fromother toy railroad track: ”[W]hen a child runs a train across this track,
he can feel it hitting those little impressions. And when you’re talking about young
children[,] having the idea that they can see something that they couldn’t see before,
feel something that they couldn’t feel before, hear something that they couldn’t hear
before, that is what differentiates this toy from its other competitors.”

Finally, PlayWood presented evidence that Learning Curve sought and obtained
a patent on the noise-producing track. It goes without saying that the requirements
for patent and trade secret protection are not synonymous. Unlike a patentable in-
vention, a trade secret need not be novel or unobvious. The idea need not be com-
plicated; it may be intrinsically simple and nevertheless qualify as a secret, unless
it is common knowledge and, therefore, within the public domain. However, it is
commonly understood that ”[i]f an invention has sufficient novelty to be entitled to
patent protection, it may be said a fortiori to be entitled to protection as a trade se-
cret. In light of this evidence, we cannot accept Learning Curve’s argument that no
rational jury could have found that PlayWood’s concept was unknown outside of its
business.
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2. Extent towhichPlayWood’s conceptwas known to employees andothers involved
in PlayWood’s business
The district court did not address the extent to which PlayWood’s concept was
known to employees and others involved in PlayWood’s business. However, we
agree with PlayWood that the evidence was sufficient to establish that its concept
for noise-producing track was known only by key individuals in its business.

At the outset, we note briefly that PlayWoodwas a small business, consisting only
of Clausi and Moore. Illinois courts have recognized on several occasions that the
expectations for ensuring secrecy are different for small companies than for large
companies. Apart from Clausi (PlayWood’s sole toy designer and the person who
conceived of the concept for noise-producing track) and Moore (PlayWood’s sole
officer and director), the only person who knew about the concept was Borsato, the
person who physically produced PlayWood’s prototype at Clausi’s direction. The
concept was disclosed to Borsato in order for PlayWood to develop fully its trade se-
cret. Moreover, Borsato’s actions were governed by a written confidentiality agree-
ment with PlayWood. Indeed, as an extra precaution, Clausi even amended Play-
Wood’s confidentiality agreement with Borsato immediately after the February 18,
1993, meeting to ensure that materials discussed during the meeting would remain
confidential. From this evidence, the jury reasonably could have determined that
this factor also weighed in favor of PlayWood.
3. Measures taken by PlayWood to guard the secrecy of its concept
There also was sufficient evidence for the jury to determine that PlayWood took rea-
sonable precautions to guard the secrecy of its concept. The Act requires the trade
secret owner to take actions that are ”reasonable under the circumstances to main-
tain [the] secrecy or confidentiality” of its trade secret; it does not require perfec-
tion. 765 ILCS 1065/2(d)(2). Whether the measures taken by a trade secret owner
are sufficient to satisfy the Act’s reasonableness standard ordinarily is a question of
fact for the jury. Indeed, we previously have recognized that only in an extreme case
can what is a ”reasonable” precaution be determined, because the answer depends
on a balancing of costs and benefits that will vary from case to case.

Here, the jury was instructed that it must find ”by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that PlayWood’s trade secrets were given to Learning Curve as a result of a
confidential relationship between the parties.”By returning a verdict in favor of Play-
Wood, the jury necessarily found that Learning Curve was bound to PlayWood by a
pledge of confidentiality. The jury’s determination is amply supported by the evi-
dence. Both Clausi andMoore testified that they entered into an oral confidentiality
agreement with Abraham andWilson before beginning their discussion on February
18, 1993. In particular, Clausi testified that he told Abraham and Wilson: ”I also
have some things, some ideas on how to produce the track and produce the trains
now that I’ve had a chance to look at them for the last couple of days, and I think
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they’re confidential as well. So if we’re both okay with that, we should continue.”
In addition to this testimony, the jury heard that Learning Curve had disclosed sub-
stantial information to PlayWood during the February 18th meeting, including pro-
jected volumes, costs and profit margins for various products, as well as drawings
for toys not yet released to the public. The jury could have inferred that Learning
Curve would not have disclosed such information in the absence of a confidentiality
agreement. Finally, the jury also heard (from several of Learning Curve’s former
business associates) that Learning Curve routinely entered into oral confidentiality
agreements like the one with PlayWood.

PlayWoodmight have done more to protect its secret. As Learning Curve points
out, PlayWood gave its only prototype of the noise-producing track to Wilson with-
out first obtaining a receipt or written confidentiality agreement from Learning
Curve—a decision that proved unwise in hindsight. Nevertheless, we believe that
the jury was entitled to conclude that PlayWood’s reliance on the oral confidentiality
agreement was reasonable under the circumstances of this case.[4] First, it is well
established that the formation of a confidential relationship imposes upon the dis-
closee the duty to maintain the information received in the utmost secrecy and that
the unprivileged use or disclosure of another’s trade secret becomes the basis for an
action in tort. Second, both Clausi andMoore testified that they believed PlayWood
had a realistic chance to ”get in the door” with Learning Curve and to produce the
concept as part of Learning Curve’s line of Thomas products. Clausi andMoore did
not anticipate that Learning Curve would violate the oral confidentiality agreement
and utilize PlayWood’s concept without permission; rather, they believed in good
faith that they ”were going to do business one day again with Learning Curve with
respect to the design concept.” Finally, we believe that, as part of the reasonableness
inquiry, the jury could have considered the size and sophistication of the parties, as
well as the relevant industry. Both PlayWood and Learning Curve were small toy
companies, and PlayWood was the smaller and less experienced of the two. Viewing
the evidence in the light most favorable to PlayWood, as we must, we conclude that
there was sufficient evidence for the jury to determine that PlayWood took reason-
able measures to protect the secrecy of its concept.
4. Value of the concept to PlayWood and to its competitors
There was substantial evidence from which the jury could have determined that
PlayWood’s concept had value both to PlayWood and to its competitors. It was
undisputed at trial that Learning Curve’s sales skyrocketed after it began to sell
Clickety-Clack Track™. In addition, PlayWood’s expert witness, Michael Kennedy,
testified that PlayWood’s concept for noise-producing track had tremendous value.
Kennedy testified that the ”cross-cuts and changes in the [track’s] surface” im-
parted value to its seller by causing the track to ”look different, feel different and
sound different than generic track.” Kennedy further testified that, in his opinion,
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the track would have commanded a premium royalty under a negotiated license
agreement because the ”invention allows its seller to differentiate itself from a host
of competitors who aremaking a generic product with whom it is competing in a way
that is proprietary and exclusive, and it gives [the seller] a significant edge over [its]
competition.”

Despite this evidence, the district court concluded that PlayWood’s concept had
no economic value. The court’s conclusion was based, in part, on the fact that Play-
Wood’s prototype did not work perfectly; as noted by the court, the first set of cuts
were too shallow to produce sound and the second set of cuts were too deep to per-
mit the train to roll smoothly across the track. In the district court’s view, even
if the concept of cutting grooves into the wooden track in order to produce noise
originated with Clausi, the concept lacked value until it was refined, developed and
manufactured by Learning Curve.

We cannot accept the district court’s conclusion because it is belied by the evi-
dence. At trial, Kennedywas askedwhether, in his opinion, the fact that PlayWood’s
prototype did not work perfectly affected the value of PlayWood’s concept, and he
testified that it did not. See Trial Tr. at 578. Kennedy testified that he would assign
the same value to PlayWood’s concept as it was conceived on February 18, 1993, as
hewould the finished product that became known asClickety-ClackTrack™because,
at that time, he would have known ”that most of the design [had] already been done
and that [he] just need[ed] to go a little bit further to make it really lovely.” Kennedy
further testified that it was standard practice in the industry for a license to be ne-
gotiated based on a prototype (much like the one PlayWood disclosed to Learning
Curve) rather than a finished product and that the license generally would cover the
prototypical design, as well as any enhancements or improvements of that design.
Based on this testimony, we cannot accept the district court’s conclusion that Play-
Wood’s concept possessed no economic value.

It is irrelevant under Illinois law that PlayWood did not actually use the concept
in its business. The proper criterion is not ‘actual use’ but whether the trade secret
is ”of value” to the company. Kennedy’s testimony was more than sufficient to per-
mit the jury to conclude that the concept was ”of value” to PlayWood. It is equally
irrelevant that PlayWood did not seek to patent its concept. So long as the concept
remains a secret, i.e., outside of the public domain, there is no need for patent pro-
tection. ProfessorMilgrimmakes this pointwell: ”Since every inventor has the right
to keep his invention secret, one who has made a patentable invention has the option
to maintain it in secrecy, relying upon protection accorded to a trade secret rather
728*728 than upon the rights which accrue by a patent grant.” 1 Roger M. Milgrim,
Milgrim on Trade Secrets § 1.08[1] (2002). It was up to PlayWood, not the district
court, to determine when and how the concept should have been disclosed to the
public.
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5. Amount of time, effort and money expended by PlayWood in developing its con-
cept
PlayWood expended very little time and money developing its concept; by Clausi’s
own account, the cost to PlayWood was less than one dollar and the time spent was
less than one-half hour. The district court determined that ”[s]uch an insignificant
investment is ... insufficient as a matter of Illinois law to establish the status of a
‘trade secret.’”We believe that the district court gave too much weight to the time,
effort and expense of developing the track.

Although Illinois courts commonly look to the Restatement factors for guidance
in determining whether a trade secret exists, as we have noted earlier, the requisite
statutory inquiries under Illinois law are (1) whether the information ”is sufficiently
secret to derive economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known
to other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use;” and
(2) whether the information ”is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the
circumstances to maintain its secrecy or confidentiality.” 765 ILCS 1065/2(d). A
significant expenditure of time and/or money in the production of information may
provide evidence of value, which is relevant to the first inquiry above. However, we
do not understand Illinois law to require such an expenditure in all cases.

As pointed out by the district court, several Illinois cases have emphasized the
importance of developmental costs. However, notably, none of those cases con-
cerned the sort of innovative and creative concept that we have in this case. Indeed,
several of the cases in Illinois that emphasize developmental costs concern compi-
lations of data, such as customer lists. In that context, it makes sense to require the
expenditure of significant time and money because there is nothing original or cre-
ative about the alleged trade secret. Given enough time andmoney, we presume that
the plaintiff’s competitors could compile a similar list.

Here, by contrast, we are dealing with a new toy design that has been promoted
as ”the first significant innovation in track design since the inception of wooden
train systems.” Toy designers, like many artistic individuals, have intuitive flashes
of creativity. Often, that intuitive flash is, in reality, the product of earlier thought
and practice in an artistic craft. We fail to see how the value of PlayWood’s con-
cept would differ in any respect had Clausi spent several months and several thou-
sand dollars creating the noise-producing track. Accordingly, we conclude that Play-
Wood’s lack of proof on this factor does not preclude the existence of a trade secret.
6. Ease or difficulty with which PlayWood’s concept could have been properly ac-
quired or duplicated by others
Finally, we also believe that there was sufficient evidence for the jury to determine
that PlayWood’s concept could not have been easily acquired or duplicated through
proper means. PlayWood’s expert witness, Michael Kennedy, testified: ”This is a
fairly simple product if you look at it. But the truth is that because it delivers feeling
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and sound as well as appearance, it isn’t so simple as it first appears. It’s a little
more elegant, actually, than you might think.” In addition to Kennedy’s testimony,
the jury heard that Learning Curve had spent months attempting to differentiate its
track from Brio’s before Clausi disclosed PlayWood’s concept of noise-producing
track. From this evidence, the jury could have inferred that, if PlayWood’s concept
really was obvious, Learning Curve would have thought of it earlier.

Despite this evidence, the district court concluded that PlayWood’s concept was
not a trade secret because it could have been easily duplicated, stating that ”[h]ad
PlayWood succeeded in producing and marketing [the] notched track, the appear-
ance of the track product itself would have fully revealed the concept PlayWood now
claims as a secret.” Of course, the district court was correct in one sense; Play-
Wood’s own expert recognized that, in the absence of patent or copyright protec-
tion, the track could have been reverse engineered just by looking at it. However,
the district court failed to appreciate the fact that PlayWood’s concept was not pub-
licly available. As Professor Milgrim states: ”A potent distinction exists between a
trade secretwhichwill be disclosed if andwhen the product inwhich it is embodied is
placed on sale, and a ‘trade secret’ embodied in a product which has been placed on
sale, which product admits of discovery of the ‘secret’ upon inspection, analysis, or
reverse engineering.” 1 RogerM.Milgrim,Milgrim on Trade Secrets § 1.05[4] (2002).
”Until disclosed by sale the trade secret should be entitled to protection.” Id.; see
also 2 Rudolf Callmann, The Law of Unfair Competition, Trademarks and Monopolies
§ 14.15,(4th ed. 2003) (”The fact that a secret is easy to duplicate after it becomes
known does not militate against its being a trade secret prior to that time.”). Reverse
engineering can defeat a trade secret claim, but only if the product could have been
properly acquired by others, as is the case when the product is publicly sold. Here,
PlayWood disclosed its concept to Learning Curve (and Learning Curve alone) in
the context of a confidential relationship; Learning Curve had no legal authority to
reverse engineer the prototype that it received in confidence. Accordingly, we must
conclude that the jury was entitled to determine that PlayWood’s concept could not
easily have been acquired or duplicated through proper means.

Religious Technology Center v. Netcom On-Line Communications Services, Inc.
923 F. Supp. 1231 (N.D. Cal. 1995)

Whyte, District Judge:
... Plaintiffs, two Scientology-affiliated organizations claiming copyright and

trade secret protection for the writings of the Church’s founder, L. Ron Hubbard,
brought this suit against defendant Dennis Erlich (“Erlich’’), a former Scientology
minister turned vocal critic of the Church, who allegedly put plaintiffs’ protected
works onto the Internet. ...
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I. Background
Defendant Dennis Erlich was a member of the Church of Scientology (“the
Church’’) from approximately 1968 until 1982. During his years with the Church,
Erlich received training to enable him to provide ministerial counseling services,
known as “auditing.” While with the Church, Erlich had access to various Scien-
tology writings, including those of the Church’s founder, L. Ron Hubbard (“Hub-
bard’’), which the Church alleges include published literary works as well as unpub-
lished confidential materials (the “Advanced Technology works”). According to
plaintiffs, Erlich had agreed to maintain the confidentiality of the Advanced Tech-
nology works.

Since leaving the Church, Erlich has been a vocal critic of Scientology and he
now considers it part of his calling to foster critical debate about Scientology through
humorous and critical writings. Erlich has expressed his views about the Church by
contributing to the Internet “Usenet news-group” called “alt.religion.scientology”
(“the newsgroup’’), which is an on-line forum for the discussion of issues related to
Scientology. ...

Plaintiff Religious Technology Center (“RTC’’), a nonprofit religious corpora-
tion, “was formed by Scientologists, with the approval of [Hubbard], to act as the
protector of the religion of Scientology and to own, protect, and control the utiliza-
tion of the Advanced Technology in the United States.” ...

RTC allege[s] that Erlich ... misappropriated its trade secrets in the Exhibit B
works, the confidentiality of which it alleges has been the subject of elaborate secu-
rity measures. RTC further claims that those works are extremely valuable to the
Church. Erlich admits to having posted excerpts from some of the works, but ar-
gues that the quotations were used to provide context for debate and as a basis for
his criticism. Erlich further argues that he has neither claimed authorship of any of
the works nor personally profited from his critique, satire, and commentary. Erlich
contends that all of the Exhibit B documents he posted had been previously posted
anonymously over the Internet, except for item 1, which he claims he received anony-
mously through the mail. ...

C. Likelihood of Success on Trade Secret Claim
In the third cause of action, plaintiff RTC alleges that Erlich misappropriated its
trade secrets. California has adopted a version of the Uniform Trade Secret Act
(“UTSA’’), Cal.Civ.Code § 3426.1 et seq. ...

To establish its trade secret claim, RTCmust show, inter alia, that the Advanced
Technology works (1) have independent economic value to competitors and (2) have
been kept confidential.
1. Nature of Works
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As a preliminary matter, Erlich argues that the Advanced Technology works cannot
be trade secrets because of their nature as religious scriptures. In Religious Technol-
ogy Center v. Wollersheim, 796 F.2d 1076 (9th Cir. 1986), the Ninth Circuit rejected
the Church’s application for a preliminary injunction on the basis of a trade secret
claim against a splinter Scientology group that had acquired stolen copies of the Ad-
vanced Technology. The Church argued not that the works gave them a competitive
market advantage but that disclosure of the works would cause its adherents “reli-
gious harm ... from premature unsupervised exposure to the materials.” Although
the Ninth Circuit rejected plaintiffs’ trade secret argument based on the spiritual
value of the harm, it later noted that it had left open the question of whether the Ad-
vanced Technology works could qualify as trade secrets, assuming plaintiffs could
prove that the secrets confer on them an actual economic advantage over competi-
tors. Nonetheless, the court noted that such an allegation would “raise grave doubts
about [the Church’s] claim as a religion and a not-for-profit corporation.”

The Church contends that the Advanced Technology works consist of “pro-
cesses and the theory behind those processes ... that are to be used precisely as
set forth by L. Ron Hubbard to assist the parishioner in achieving a greater spiri-
tual awareness and freedom.”Erlich responds that theworks are essentially religious
texts. Erlich argues that the Church cannot have trade secrets because trade secret
law is necessarily related to commerce. The Church contends that, like other orga-
nizations, it must pay bills, and that licensing fees from these documents allow it to
continue operating.

The Church’s status as a religion does not itself preclude it from holding a trade
secret. Restatement § 39 cmt. d (“[N]onprofit entities such as ... religious orga-
nizations can also claim trade secret protection for economically valuable informa-
tion such as lists of prospective members or donors.’’); UTSA § 3426.1(c) (defining
“person” to include a “corporation ... or any other legal or commercial entity”).
With the exception of the Vien case, there is little authority to support a finding that
religious materials can constitute trade secrets. However, there is “no category of
information [that] is excluded from protection as a trade secret because of its inher-
ent qualities.” Clark v. Bunker, 453 F.2d 1006 (9th Cir.1972) (upholding as a trade
secret a “detailed plan for the creation, promotion, financing, and sale of contracts
for ‘prepaid’ or ‘pre-need’ funeral services”).

Nor is there any authority to support Erlich’s argument that the Church’s re-
ligious texts cannot be trade secrets because, unlike most trade secrets, these se-
crets are not used in the production or sales of a commodity but are the commodities
themselves. The Church’s Advanced Technology “course” materials, which are an
integral part of the Church’s spiritual counseling techniques, do not appear funda-
mentally different from the course manuals upheld as trade secrets in SmokEnders,
Inc. v. Smoke No More, Inc., 184 U.S.P.Q. 309 (S.D.Fla. 1974):
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The [SmokEnders (“SE’’)] program requires attendees to follow a rigid
structured regimen comprised of specific assignments and detail[ed]
concepts as recited in [the manual]....

The SE program is a step-by-step regimented program which requires
that each person attending a SE program perform each act of the pro-
gram at a particular time. Each act required by a SE seminar attendee
must be performed by attendees at the same time in the program, with
each a minimum departure from the program.

The SE trade secret resides in the composite program as it is arranged
for step-by-step delivery to the attendees.

SmokEnders is arguably distinguishable because only the “moderators” and not
the attendeeswere given access to the coursematerials in that case. However, the ad-
herents of the Church, unlike the attendees and like the moderators in SmokEnders,
are under a duty of confidentiality as to the materials. This case is analogous to Smo-
kEnders because in both cases the “commodity” that is produced from the trade
secrets is the result achieved by the person using the coursematerials and their tech-
niques (whether it be stopping smoking or reaching a “higher spiritual existence”).

Thus, there is at least some precedent for granting trade secret status to works
that are techniques for improving oneself (though not specifically spiritually). Con-
versely, there is no authority for excluding religious materials from trade secret pro-
tection because of their nature. Indeed, there is no authority for excluding any type
of information because of its nature. While the trade secret laws did not necessar-
ily develop to allow a religion to protect a monopoly in its religious practices, the
laws have nonetheless expanded such that the Church’s techniques, which clearly
are “used in the operation of the enterprise,” Restatement § 39, are deserving of
protection if secret and valuable.

Although trade secret status may apply to works that are techniques for spiritu-
ally improving oneself, the secret aspect of those techniques must be defined with
particularity. See Restatement § 39 cmt. d (requiring plaintiff to define the informa-
tion claimed as a trade secret with sufficient definiteness). It appears that plaintiffs
are claiming that the entireworks themselves, which they describe as “processes and
the theory behind those processes,” constitute the trade secrets. This definition is
problematic because it is impossible to determine when the “secret” has been lost
after portions of the works have been disclosed. Although plaintiffs’ definition has at
least some support in SmokEnders, where the court upheld as a trade secret a “com-
posite [stop-smoking] program” found in an instructional manual, this court is not
satisfied that plaintiffs have identified their trade secrets with sufficient definiteness
to support injunctive relief.
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2. Independent Economic Value
A trade secret requires proof of “independent economic value, actual or poten-

tial, from not being generally known to the public or to other persons who can obtain
economic value from its disclosure or use.” UTSA § 3426.1(d)(1). A trade secret
must have sufficient value in the owner’s operation of its enterprise such that it pro-
vides an actual or potential advantage over others who do not possess the informa-
tion. Restatement § 39 cmt. e.

RTC’s president, Warren McShane, attests that

[t]he Advanced Technology is a source of substantial revenue for RTC
in the form of licensing fees paid by Churches that are licensed to use
the Advanced Technology. These Churches themselves receive a sig-
nificant amount of their income from donations by parishioners for ser-
vices based upon the Advanced Technology. These Churches pay RTC
a percentage of the donations paid by parishioners for the services based
upon the Advanced Technology. These donations and fees provide the
majority of operating expenses of these various Church organizations.

The Church’s need for revenues to support its services is no less because of its sta-
tus as a religion. RTC points out that it receives six percent of what the individual
churches receive in licensing fees. This evidence is sufficient to establish the value
of the Advanced Technology works to the Church.

Erlich also argues that, to constitute a trade secret, information must give its
owner a competitive advantage, which implies that the Church must have competi-
tors ... . Although Erlich is clearly not a “competitor” of the Church, there is no
requirement that a trade secret have any value to the defendant; the value can be to
others who do not possess it. ... This evidence can be shown by direct evidence of
the impact of the information on the business or by circumstantial evidence of the
resources invested in producing the information, the precautions taken to protect its
secrecy, and the willingness of others to pay for its access. The several past instances
of breakawayScientology-like groups exploitingRTC’sAdvancedTechnologyworks
for their profit constitute reasonable circumstantial evidence that these works give
the Church a competitive advantage. In fact, McShane’s declaration constitutes di-
rect evidence that the works have a significant impact on the donations received
by the Church, providing a majority of its operating expenses. The status of the
Advanced Technology works as trade secrets should not depend on Erlich’s use of
them. Accordingly, this court finds support for the court’s conclusion in Vien that
the Church has shown independent economic value.

3. Secrecy
Information is protectable as a trade secret where the owner has taken “ef-

forts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.” UTSA
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§ 3426.1(d)(2) (emphasis added). “Reasonable efforts” can include advising em-
ployees of the existence of a trade secret, limiting access to the information on a
“need to know basis,” The court finds that RTC has put forward sufficient evi-
dence that it took steps that were reasonable under the circumstances to protect its
purported trade secrets. RTC’s president describes elaborate means taken to en-
sure the confidentiality of the Advanced Technology works, including use of locked
cabinets, safes, logging and identification of the materials, availability of the materi-
als at only a handful of sites worldwide, electronic sensors attached to documents,
locked briefcases for transporting works, alarms, photo identifications, security per-
sonnel, and confidentiality agreements for all of those given access to the materials.
McShane testifies that all copies of the Advanced Technology works that are out-
side of the Church were gained through improper means, such as by theft. Thirty-
five other declarants confirm that the measures mentioned by McShane have been
used, though not in exactly the same manner, in other Churches and at other times.
There is further evidence that Erlich himself signed confidentiality agreements with
respect to the Advanced Technology materials and, specifically, the upper-level
“NOTS” course materials. The court is unpersuaded by Erlich’s claims that the
Church’s measures have not covered all locations where the Advanced Technology
works are found and do not cover crucial time periods. Efforts at maintaining se-
crecy need not be extreme, just reasonable under the circumstances. The Church
has made more than an adequate showing on this issue.25

Erlich raises a number of objections to the Church’s claims of confidentiality.
Erlich argues that the Church’s trade secrets have been made available to the public
through various means. The unprotected disclosure of a trade secret will cause the
information to forfeit its trade secret status, since “[i]nformation that is generally
known or readily ascertainable through proper means by others ... is not protectable
as a trade secret.” Restatement § 39 cmt. f. Once trade secrets have been exposed
to the public, they cannot later be recalled.

Erlich argues thatmany of theAdvancedTechnology documents have been avail-
able in open court records in another case, Church of Scientology Int’l v. Fishman,
No. 91-6426 (C.D. Cal.), destroying the necessary element of secrecy. However,
the Fishman court recently issued an order sealing the file pending a decision on
whether the documents are trade secrets. Even if those records were temporarily

25The notion that the Church’s trade secrets are disclosed to thousands of parishioners makes
this a rather unusual trade secrets case. However, because parishioners are required to maintain the
secrecy of the materials, the court sees no reason why the mere fact that many people have seen the
information should negate the information’s trade secret status. While it is logically more likely that
a secret will leak out when more people are entrusted with it, absent evidence of leakage the court
finds that giving out the secrets to a large number of people, though no more than necessary, is not
itself an unreasonable security step.
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open to the public, the court will not assume that their contents have been generally
disclosed, especially when this question is still pending before the district court in
Fishman. Such a disclosure, without evidence that the secrets have become gener-
ally known, does not necessarily cause RTC to forfeit its trade secrets. The contrary
result would mean that if documents were ever filed without a sealing order, even
for a short time, the court would not be able to decide that they should be sealed
because the documents would have lost their potential trade secret status by virtue
of the temporary unsealing. The only fair result would be to allow trade secret status
for works that are otherwise protectable as trade secrets unless they were somehow
made generally available to the public during the period they were unsealed, such as
by publication.

Erlich further asserts that the Advanced Technology has been largely disclosed
in the popular press ... . These articles may reveal information referring to or hint-
ing at the trade secrets, but may not disclose the secrets themselves, see However,
as previously noted, the court is not certain how to properly define the “secrets.” To
the extent that someone uses or discloses any information taken from any of these
articles, there is clearly no trade secret claim. However, much of Erlich’s postings
copied all or almost all of sections of the Advanced Technology works, which is far
more than has ever been disclosed in the popular press. In fact, several of the works
posted by Erlich are not mentioned in any of the clippings in the Berger declara-
tion. Arguably, the Church’s alleged secrets are such that their value depends on
the availability of the complete courses and notmere fragments, thus disclosures that
describe parts of the works or disclose isolated portions do not necessarily suffice to
ruin the value of the entire works as secrets. However, without a clearer definition of
what constitute the “secrets,” the court is unable to determine whether some have
been made generally known to the public.

Finally, Erlich newly emphasizes in his Reply that the works he posted were not
secrets because he received them through proper means: eight of the documents
were allegedly previously posted anonymously to a public portion of the Internet
and one of the documents allegedly came to Erlich anonymously through the U.S.
mail. Erlich claims that because the alleged trade secrets were received from“public
sources,” they should lose their trade secret protection. Although the Internet is a
new technology, it requires no great leap to conclude that because more than 25 mil-
lion people could have accessed the newsgroup postings fromwhichErlich alleges he
received the Exhibit B works, these works would lose their status as secrets. While
the Internet has not reached the status where a temporary posting on a newsgroup
is akin to publication in a major newspaper or on a television network, those with an
interest in using the Church’s trade secrets to compete with the Church are likely to
look to the newsgroup. Thus, posting works to the Internet makes them “generally
known” to the relevant people — the potential “competitors” of the Church.
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The court is troubled by the notion that any Internet user, including those us-
ing “anonymous remailers” to protect their identity, can destroy valuable intellec-
tual property rights by posting them over the Internet, especially given the fact that
there is little opportunity to screen postings before they are made. Nonetheless,
one of the Internet’s virtues, that it gives even the poorest individuals the power
to publish to millions of readers, can also be a detriment to the value of intellectual
property rights. The anonymous (or judgment proof ) defendant can permanently
destroy valuable trade secrets, leaving no one to hold liable for the misappropria-
tion. Although a work posted to an Internet newsgroup remains accessible to the
public for only a limited amount of time, once that trade secret has been released
into the public domain there is no retrieving it. While the court is persuaded by the
Church’s evidence that those whomade the original postings likely gained the infor-
mation through improper means, as no one outside the Church or without a duty of
confidence would have had access to those works, this does not negate the finding
that, once posted, the works lost their secrecy. Although Erlich cannot rely on his
own improper postings to support the argument that the Church’s documents are
no longer secrets, evidence that another individual has put the alleged trade secrets
into the public domain prevents RTC from further enforcing its trade secret rights
in those materials. Because there is no evidence that Erlich is a privy of any of the
alleged originalmisappropriators, he is not equitably estopped from raising their pre-
vious public disclosures as a defense to his disclosure. The court is thus convinced
that those postings made by Erlich were of materials that were possibly already gen-
erally available to the public. Therefore, RTC has not shown a likelihood of success
on an essential element of its trade secret claim.

Exploits Problem
Exploit brokers are in the business of helping people defeat computer security. Gov-
ernments want to thumb through the hard drives of terrorists, criminals, and dis-
sidents. Identity thieves want passwords and bank account numbers. Extortionists
want to delete data and hold it for ransom. Corporate spies want access to competi-
tors’ computers. All of them are willing to pay handsomely for the technical tools
that enable them to do so. These tools are typically built around ”exploits”: short
pieces of software that take advantage of bugs in commonly-used software like Win-
dows, Adobe Flash, and iOS. As soon as as software companies learn about these
bugs, they race to issue updates to fix them; once that happens, any exploits based
on those bugs stop working. Thus, secrecy is essential to the exploit business in two
ways: many of the uses are illegal, and exploits become worthless soon after they
become public knowledge.

Can exploit brokers – who buy exploits from the computer security experts who
discover them and then resell those exploits to various clients – rely on trade secret
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law? Should they be able to? Do the materials in this chapter and the previous one
shed any light on how you would expect the exploit business to work, and how it
ought to be regulated?

B Procedures
The most important – and arguably the only – procedural prerequisite to having a
valid trade secret is making reasonable efforts to preserve its secrecy. There is no
requirement that the owner of a trade secret register it as one with a government
agency, or take other formal steps to identify the secret in advance. Look back at
Lange, Learning Curve, and Netcom. What steps did the plaintiffs there take to main-
tain secrecy? What other steps could, would, or should a reasonable trade secret
owner take?

Some courts treat reasonable efforts as part of the secrecy analysis, while others
regard it as a separate element. Look back at the excerpts from the Restatement
(Third) of Unfair Competition, the UTSA, and the Restatement of Torts? Which
of them regard reasonable efforts as a separate element? Remember that everyone
agrees a trade secret must actually be secret to be protected; what does a reasonable
efforts prong add? Why? Consider the following excerpt.

Rockwell Graphic Systems, Inc. v. DEV Industries, Inc.
925 F.2d 174 (7th Cir. 1991)

Posner, Circuit Judge:
[Rockwell, which manufactures printing presses, sued DEV, a competing man-

ufacturer, for making replacement parts for Rockwell presses. A key component of
Rockwell’s claims ws that DEV had in its possession about 100 “piece part draw-
ings”: detailed manufacturing diagrams for parts to Rockwell presses. Rockwell
alleged that the piece part drawings had been stolen by former Rockwell employ-
ees including Fleck and Peloso, both of whom were subequently employed by DEV.
Along the way, DEV argued that Rockwell failed to make reasonable efforts to keep
the diagrams secret, which led Judge Posner to discuss the purpose of the reasonable
efforts requirement.]

... The requirement of reasonable efforts has both evidentiary and remedial sig-
nificance, and this regardless of which of the two different conceptions of trade se-
cret protection prevails. (Both conceptions have footholds in Illinois law, as we shall
see.) The first andmore commonmerely gives a remedy to a firm deprived of a com-
petitively valuable secret as the result of an independent legal wrong, which might
be conversion or other trespass or the breach of an employment contract or of a con-
fidentiality agreement. Under this approach, because the secret must be taken by
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improper means for the taking to give rise to liability, the only significance of trade
secrecy is that it allows the victim of wrongful appropriation to obtain damages based
on the competitive value of the information taken. The second conception of trade
secrecy ... is that “trade secret” picks out a class of socially valuable information
that the law should protect even against nontrespassory or other lawful conduct ... .

It should be apparent that the two different conceptions of trade secret protec-
tion are better described as different emphases. The first emphasizes the desirability
of deterring efforts that have as their sole purpose and effect the redistribution of
wealth from one firm to another. The second emphasizes the desirability of encour-
aging inventive activity by protecting its fruits from efforts at appropriation that are,
indeed, sterile wealth-redistributive – not productive – activities. The approaches
differ, if at all, only in that the second does not limit the class of improper means to
those that fit a preexisting pigeonhole in the law of tort or contract or fiduciary duty –
and it is by no means clear that the first approach assumes a closed class of wrongful
acts, either.

Under the first approach, at least if narrowly interpreted so that it does notmerge
with the second, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant obtained the plaintiff’s
trade secret by a wrongful act, illustrated here by the alleged acts of Fleck and Peloso
in removing piece part drawings fromRockwell’s premises without authorization, in
violation of their employment contracts and confidentiality agreements, and using
them in competitionwith Rockwell. Rockwell is unable to prove directly that the 100
piece part drawings it got fromDEV in discovery were stolen by Fleck and Peloso or
obtained by other improper means. But if it can show that the probability that DEV
could have obtained them otherwise – that is, without engaging in wrongdoing – is
slight, then it will have taken a giant step toward proving what it must prove in order
to recover under the first theory of trade secret protection. The greater the precau-
tions that Rockwell took tomaintain the secrecy of the piece part drawings, the lower
the probability that DEV obtained them properly and the higher the probability that
it obtained them through a wrongful act; the owner had taken pains to prevent them
from being obtained otherwise.

Under the second theory of trade secret protection, the owner’s precautions still
have evidentiary significance, but now primarily as evidence that the secret has real
value. For the precise means by which the defendant acquired it is less important
under the second theory, though not completely unimportant; remember that even
the second theory allows the unmasking of a trade secret by some means, such as
reverse engineering. If Rockwell expended only paltry resources on preventing its
piece part drawings from falling into the hands of competitors such as DEV, why
should the law, whose machinery is far from costless, bother to provide Rockwell
with a remedy? The information contained in the drawings cannot have been worth
much if Rockwell did not think it worthwhile to make serious efforts to keep the
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information secret.
The remedial significance of such efforts lies in the fact that if the plaintiff has

allowed his trade secret to fall into the public domain, he would enjoy a windfall if
permitted to recover damages merely because the defendant took the secret from
him, rather than from the public domain as it could have done with impunity. It
would be like punishing a person for stealing property that he believes is owned by
another but that actually is abandoned property. If it were true, as apparently it is
not, that Rockwell had given the piece part drawings at issue to customers, and it
had done so without requiring the customers to hold them in confidence, DEV could
have obtained the drawings from the customers without committing anywrong. The
harm to Rockwell would have been the same as if DEV had stolen the drawings from
it, but it would have had no remedy, having parted with its rights to the trade secret.
This is true whether the trade secret is regarded as property protected only against
wrongdoers or as property protected against the world. In the first case, a defendant
is perfectly entitled to obtain the property by lawful conduct if he can, and he can if
the property is in the hands of persons who themselves committed no wrong to get
it. In the second case the defendant is perfectly entitled to obtain the property if the
plaintiff has abandoned it by giving it away without restrictions.

It is easy to understand therefore why the law of trade secrets requires a plaintiff
to show that he took reasonable precautions to keep the secret a secret. If analogies
are needed, one that springs to mind is the duty of the holder of a trademark to take
reasonable efforts to police infringements of hismark, failing which themark is likely
to be deemed abandoned, or to become generic or descriptive (and in either event be
unprotectable). The trademark owner who fails to police his mark both shows that
he doesn’t really value it very much and creates a situation in which an infringer may
have been unaware that hewas using a proprietarymark because themark had drifted
into the public domain, much as DEV contends Rockwell’s piece part drawings have
done.

But only in an extreme case canwhat is a “reasonable” precaution be determined
on a motion for summary judgment, because the answer depends on a balancing of
costs and benefits that will vary from case to case and so require estimation andmea-
surement by persons knowledgeable in the particular field of endeavor involved. On
the one hand, themore the owner of the trade secret spends on preventing the secret
from leaking out, the more he demonstrates that the secret has real value deserving
of legal protection, that he really was hurt as a result of the misappropriation of it,
and that there really was misappropriation. On the other hand, the more he spends,
the higher his costs. The costs can be indirect as well as direct. The more Rockwell
restricts access to its drawings, either by its engineers or by the vendors, the harder
it will be for either group to do the work expected of it. Suppose Rockwell forbids
any copying of its drawings. Then a team of engineers would have to share a single
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drawing, perhaps by passing it around or by working in the same room, huddled over
the drawing. And how would a vendor be able to make a piece part – would Rock-
well have to bring all that work in house? Such reconfigurations of patterns of work
and production are far from costless; and therefore perfect security is not optimum
security.

C Ownership
Ownership issues tend to be less salient for trade secrets than for other forms of in-
tellectual property. In most cases it is readily apparent which person or entity has
effective control over a secret. That person is its owner. (We defer for now consider-
ation of some of the contractual issues between employers and employees.) Because
there is no requirement that a trade secret be unique –more than one person can have
the same information and each has a valid and independent trade secret provided the
other requirements are met – trade secret does not raise difficult issues about which
of several competing claimants developed the information first. By contrast, patent
law and trademark law both have stringent and intricate “priority” rules.

D Infringement
The essence of trade secret misappropriation is to obtain the secret information
through “impropermeans.”Note that this essence includes an implicit requirement
that the information the defendant obtained is the same information the plaintiff
claims as a trade secret. This similarity requirement can sometimes be challenging
for a plaintiff to prove, but it raises few difficult conceptual issues. (Other bodies of
intellectual property law devote much more attention to worrying about similarity,
and so future chapters will split similarity out as a distinct topic.)

What means are considered “improper?” Consider:

Uniform Trade Secrets Act

§ 1 - Definitions

(1) “Improper means” includes theft, bribery, misrepresentation, breach or in-
ducement of a breach of a duty tomaintain secrecy, or espionage through elec-
tronic or other means;

Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition

§ 43 - Improper Acquisition of Trade Secrets
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“Improper”means of acquiring another’s trade secret ... include theft, fraud, unau-
thorized interception of communications, inducement of or knowing participation
in breach of confidence, and other means either wrongful in themselves or wrongful
under the circumstances of the case. Independent discovery and analysis of publicly
available products or information are not improper means of acquisition.

These lists can be roughly divided in two types of wrongful conduct. On the
one hand there is espionage, which often involves theft, trespass, or computer hack-
ing. On the other hand there is breach of confidence, which often involves violating a
promise to keep someone else’s secrets. It is tempting to to conclude that “improper
means” consist of torts (espionage) and breach of contract (breach of confidence).
Christopher and Kamin consider whether this equation is a little too pat.

Before you dive into the new cases, look back at the cases from the start of the
chapter. You read them as cases on the existence of trade secrets. They are also cases
on misappropriation. What did the defendants in each case do? Was it misappropri-
ation? This duality is typical of intellectual property cases. Both protectability and
misappropriation are required to find a defendant liable, which means that both pro-
tectability and misappropriation are potentially in play in every case. A trade secret
defendant can win by showing that the plaintiff lacked a valid protectable trade se-
cret in the first place, or by showing that the defendant did not misappropriate that
trade secret. Replace “trade secret” with “patent” or “trademark” or “right of
publicity” or any form of intellectual property and the doctrinal details will change,
but the basic questions will not. What intellectual property rights did the plaintiff
have, and did the defendant infringe those specific rights? The nexus between the
two is crucial, and we will return to it often.

Another crucial issue is deciding who should be considered to have misappropri-
ated a trade secret, particularly whenmore than one potential defendant is involved.
If a vice-president at MatrixCorp receives an email from someone calling himself
Cypher offering to provide details of a computer graphics technology similar to one
used by its competitor NeoCorp, can he take the deal? A moment’s thought should
suggest that the answer depends on how Cypher obtained the information and on
what MatrixCorp knows about it. What about MatrixCorp’s customers? Do they
need to worry that their widegets were produced using a misappropriated trade se-
cret? The drafters of the state-level UniformTrade Secrets Act and the federal Eco-
nomic Espionage Agt thought through the issues in some detail. Which solution do
you prefer?

Uniform Trade Secrets Act
(2) “Misappropriation” means:
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(i) acquisition of a trade secret of another by a person who knows or has
reason to know that the trade secret was acquired by improper means; or

(ii) disclosure or use of a trade secret of another without express or implied
consent by a person who

(A) used improper means to acquire knowledge of the trade secret; or
(B) at the time of disclosure or use, knew or had reason to know that his

knowledge of the trade secret was
(I) derived from or through a person who had utilized improper

means to acquire it;
(II) acquired under circumstances giving rise to a duty to maintain

its secrecy or limit its use; or
(III) derived fromor through a personwho owed a duty to the person

seeking relief to maintain its secrecy or limit its use; or
(C) before a material change of his [or her] position, knew or had reason

to know that it was a trade secret and that knowledge of it had been
acquired by accident or mistake.

Economic Espionage Act

18 U.S.C. § 1832 - Theft of trade secrets

(a) Whoever, with intent to convert a trade secret, that is related to or included
in a product that is produced for or placed in interstate or foreign commerce,
to the economic benefit of anyone other than the owner thereof, and intend-
ing or knowing that the offense will, injure any owner of that trade secret,
knowingly—
(1) steals, or without authorization appropriates, takes, carries away, or con-

ceals, or by fraud, artifice, or deception obtains such information;
(2) without authorization copies, duplicates, sketches, draws, photographs,

downloads, uploads, alters, destroys, photocopies, replicates, transmits,
delivers, sends, mails, communicates, or conveys such information;

(3) receives, buys, or possesses such information, knowing the same to have
been stolen or appropriated, obtained, or converted without authoriza-
tion;

(4) attempts to commit any offense described in paragraphs (1) through (3);
or

(5) conspires with one or more other persons to commit any offense de-
scribed in paragraphs (1) through (3), and one or more of such persons
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do any act to effect the object of the conspiracy,
shall, except as provided in subsection (b), be fined under this title or impris-
oned not more than 10 years, or both.

(b) Any organization that commits any offense described in subsection (a) shall be
fined not more than $5,000,000.

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Christopher
431 F.2d 1012 (5th Cir. 1970)

Goldberg, Circuit Judge:
This is a case of industrial espionage in which an airplane is the cloak and a cam-

era the dagger. The defendants-appellants, Rolfe and Gary Christopher, are pho-
tographers in Beaumont, Texas. The Christophers were hired by an unknown third
party to take aerial photographs of new construction at the Beaumont plant of E. I.
DuPont de Nemours & Company, Inc. Sixteen photographs of the DuPont facility
were taken from the air on March 19, 1969, and these photographs were later devel-
oped and delivered to the third party.

DuPont subsequently filed suit against the Christophers, alleging that the
Christophers hadwrongfully obtained photographs revealingDuPont’s trade secrets
which they then sold to the undisclosed third party. DuPont contended that it had
developed a highly secret but unpatented process for producing methanol, a pro-
cess which gave DuPont a competitive advantage over other producers. This pro-
cess, DuPont alleged, was a trade secret developed after much expensive and time-
consuming research, and a secret which the company had taken special precautions
to safeguard. The area photographed by the Christophers was the plant designed
to produce methanol by this secret process, and because the plant was still under
construction parts of the process were exposed to view from directly above the con-
struction area. Photographs of that area, DuPont alleged, would enable a skilled per-
son to deduce the secret process for making methanol. DuPont thus contended that
the Christophers had wrongfully appropriated DuPont trade secrets by taking the
photographs and delivering them to the undisclosed third party. In its suit DuPont
asked for damages to cover the loss it had already sustained as a result of the wrong-
ful disclosure of the trade secret and sought temporary and permanent injunctions
prohibiting any further circulation of the photographs already taken and prohibiting
any additional photographing of the methanol plant.

The Christophers argued both at trial and before this court that they commit-
ted no “actionable wrong” in photographing the DuPont facility and passing these
photographs on to their client because they conducted all of their activities in public
airspace, violated no government aviation standard, did not breach any confiden-
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tial relation, and did not engage in any fraudulent or illegal conduct. In short, the
Christophers argue that for an appropriation of trade secrets to be wrongful there
must be a trespass, other illegal conduct, or breach of a confidential relationship.
We disagree.

It is true, as the Christophers assert, that the previous trade secret cases have
contained one or more of these elements. However, we do not think that the Texas
courts would limit the trade secret protection exclusively to these elements. On the
contrary, in Hyde Corporation v. Huffines, 314 S.W.2d 763 (Tex. 1958) the Texas
Supreme Court specifically adopted the rule found in the Restatement of Torts …

Thus, although the previous cases have dealt with a breach of a confidential rela-
tionship, a trespass, or other illegal conduct, the rule is much broader than the cases
heretofore encountered. Not limiting itself to specific wrongs, Texas adopted sub-
section (a) of the Restatement which recognizes a cause of action for the discovery
of a trade secret by any “improper” means.

The question remaining, therefore, is whether aerial photography of plant con-
struction is an improper means of obtaining another’s trade secret. We conclude
that it is and that the Texas courts would so hold. The Supreme Court of that state
has declared that “the undoubted tendency of the law has been to recognize and en-
force higher standards of commercial morality in the business world.” Hyde That
court has quoted with approval articles indicating that the proper means of gaining
possession of a competitor’s secret process is through inspection and analysis of the
product in order to create a duplicate. Later another Texas court explained:

The means by which the discovery is made may be obvious, and the ex-
perimentation leading from known factors to presently unknown results
may be simple and lying in the public domain. But these facts do not
destroy the value of the discovery and will not advantage a competitor
who by unfair means obtains the knowledgewithout paying the price ex-
pended by the discoverer.” Brown v. Fowler, 316 S.W.2d 111 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1958) (emphasis added).

We think, therefore, that the Texas rule is clear. One may use his competitor’s se-
cret process if he discovers the process by reverse engineering applied to the finished
product; one may use a competitor’s process if he discovers it by his own indepen-
dent research; but onemay not avoid these labors by taking the process from the dis-
coverer without his permission at a time when he is taking reasonable precautions to
maintain its secrecy. To obtain knowledge of a process without spending the time
and money to discover it independently is improper unless the holder voluntarily
discloses it or fails to take reasonable precautions to ensure its secrecy.
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In the instant case the Christophers deliberately flew over the DuPont plant to
get pictures of a process which DuPont had attempted to keep secret. The Christo-
phers delivered their pictures to a third party who was certainly aware of the means
by which they had been acquired and who may be planning to use the information
contained therein to manufacture methanol by the DuPont process. The third party
has a right to use this process only if he obtains this knowledge through his own re-
search efforts, but thus far all information indicates that the third party has gained
this knowledge solely by taking it from DuPont at a time when DuPont was mak-
ing reasonable efforts to preserve its secrecy. In such a situation DuPont has a valid
cause of action to prohibit theChristophers from improperly discovering its trade se-
cret and to prohibit the undisclosed third party from using the improperly obtained
information.

In taking this position we realize that industrial espionage of the sort here per-
petrated has become a popular sport in some segments of our industrial community.
However, our devotion to freewheeling industrial competitionmust not force us into
accepting the law of the jungle as the standard of morality expected in our commer-
cial relations. Our tolerance of the espionage gamemust cease when the protections
required to prevent another’s spying cost so much that the spirit of inventiveness is
dampened. Commercial privacy must be protected from espionage which could not
have been reasonably anticipated or prevented. We do not mean to imply, however,
that everything not in plain view is within the protected vale, nor that all information
obtained through every extra optical extension is forbidden. Indeed, for our indus-
trial competition to remain healthy there must be breathing room for observing a
competing industrialist. A competitor can and must shop his competition for pric-
ing and examine his products for quality, components, andmethods of manufacture.
Perhaps ordinary fences and roofs must be built to shut out incursive eyes, but we
need not require the discoverer of a trade secret to guard against the unanticipated,
the undetectable, or the unpreventable methods of espionage now available.

In the instant case DuPont was in the midst of constructing a plant. Although
after construction the finished plant would have protected much of the process from
view, during the period of construction the trade secret was exposed to view from
the air. To require DuPont to put a roof over the unfinished plant to guard its secret
would impose an enormous expense to prevent nothing more than a school boy’s
trick. We introduce here no new or radical ethic since our ethos has never given
moral sanction to piracy. The marketplace must not deviate far from our mores. We
should not require a person or corporation to take unreasonable precautions to pre-
vent another from doing that which he ought not do in the first place. Reasonable
precautions against predatory eyes we may require, but an impenetrable fortress is
an unreasonable requirement, and we are not disposed to burden industrial inven-
tors with such a duty in order to protect the fruits of their efforts. “Improper” will
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always be a word of many nuances, determined by time, place, and circumstances.
We therefore need not proclaim a catalogue of commercial improprieties. Clearly,
however, one of its commandments does say “thou shall not appropriate a trade se-
cret through deviousness under circumstances in which countervailing defenses are
not reasonably available.”

Having concluded that aerial photography, from whatever altitude, is an im-
proper method of discovering the trade secrets exposed during construction of the
DuPont plant, we need not worry about whether the flight pattern chosen by the
Christophers violated any federal aviation regulations. Regardless of whether the
flight was legal or illegal in that sense, the espionage was an improper means of dis-
covering DuPont’s trade secret. …

Questions
1. Would Christopher have been decided the same way if it were 2015and the de-

fendants used publicly available satellite photos fromGoogle Earth to observe
the the construction of the plant?

2. What if it were 2015and the defendants flew a small ten-pound remote-control
drone over the plant? What if they flew the drone over their neighbor’s fenced
backyard and photographed him sunbathing nude?

3. In light of these technological changes, isChristopher still good law on its facts?

Kamin v. Kuhnau
374 P.2d 912 (Or. 1962)

O’Connell, J:
This is a suit in equity to enjoin defendants fromunfairly competingwith plaintiff

and to recover damages resulting from such competition. Defendants appeal from a
decree permanently enjoining them from engaging in unfair competition with plain-
tiff and from an award of damages in the amount of $19,272.48. …

The facts are as follows. For approximately 25 years plaintiff had been employed
by a knitting mill as a mechanic. In 1953 he entered into the garbage collection busi-
ness. From the time plaintiff entered into the garbage collection business he began
thinking of methods of facilitating the loading of garbage trucks and of compressing
or packing the materials after they were loaded. By 1955 he had done some exper-
imental work on his own truck, devising a hoist mechanism operated by hydraulic
cylinders to lift a bucket from the ground to the top of the truck box. By this time
he had also arrived at the conclusion that the packing of the loaded materials could
best be effected through the use of a hydraulically operated plow which would move
against the loaded materials and compress them against the interior of the truck.
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At the time plaintiff conceived this solution there were on the market garbage truck
bodies containing various “packer” mechanisms, including hydraulically operated
plows. However, plaintiff and defendant apparently were not aware of the use of hy-
draulic cylinders for this purpose and thought that plaintiff’s idea was novel in this
respect.

In January, 1955, plaintiffmade arrangements with defendant Kuhnau, president
andmanager of Oregon Rental Equipment Company, to use the company’s machine
shop and one or more of its employees to assist plaintiff in carrying on further ex-
perimental work in developing plaintiff’s ideas. This experimental work was carried
on for approximately one year. According to plaintiff’s evidence, all of the exper-
imental work was done under his supervision and Kuhnau had no voice or control
as to the manner in which the developmental work was to be carried on. It is Kuh-
nau’s contention that he and the employees of Oregon Rental Equipment Company
contributed suggestions and ideaswhichwere used in the development and improve-
ment of the truck body and compressor mechanism.

In the course of working on the project several persons who were engaged in
the garbage collection business came to the defendant’s machine shop, observed the
progress being made by plaintiff and made suggestions as to the practical applica-
tion of plaintiff’s idea. Sometime in the summer of 1956 the truck and compressor
mechanism which plaintiff was seeking to develop was crystallized substantially in
the form in which it now exists.

When plaintiff had completed his experimental work he began to receive orders
for truck bodies embodying his improvements. The first two units sold were manu-
factured byOregonRental EquipmentCompany. After the sale of these two units (in
the spring of 1956) Kuhnau terminated his connections with Oregon Rental Equip-
ment Company. He rented a machine shop at another location and began business
under the name of R.K. Truck Sales. BetweenMay and October, 1956, he manufac-
tured ten units for plaintiff. For each unit Kuhnau received an amount agreed upon
by the parties. Plaintiff fixed the selling price of the unit and his profit consisted of
the difference between the selling price and the amount he paid Kuhnau.

On or about October 1, 1956, Kuhnau informed plaintiff that he was going to
manufacture truck bodies in competition with plaintiff. Kuhnau testified that the re-
lationship was terminated as a result of a disagreement over the amount he was to
receive for manufacturing the unit for plaintiff. Plaintiff contends that Kuhnau ter-
minated the relationship for the purpose of entering into competition with plaintiff.
The units manufactured by Kuhnau were similar to those which he had previously
manufactured for plaintiff. However, there were some differences in the design of
the two units. The principal difference was that Kuhnau mounted the hydraulic
cylinder operating the plow or blade under the truck bed whereas the cylinder in
plaintiff’s truck was above the bed. There was testimony supporting plaintiff’s as-
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sertion that it was his idea to place the cylinder under the bed of the truck but that
suggestion was not adopted because Kuhnau did not think it was feasible.

The trial judge inspected the competing devices at the conclusion of the testi-
mony. The trial court concluded that the agreement entered into between plaintiff
and Kuhnau for the manufacture of the truck bodies established a confidential re-
lationship between the parties and that this relationship imposed upon Kuhnau the
duty not to use the information disclosed to him by plaintiff for his own benefit. …

Whether the information disclosed was intended to be appropriable by the dis-
closee will depend upon the relationship of the parties and the circumstances under
which the disclosure was made. It is not necessary to show that the defendant ex-
pressly agreed not to use the plaintiff’s information; the agreement may be implied.
And the implication may be made not simply as a product of the quest for the inten-
tion of the parties but as a legal conclusion recognizing the need for ethical practices
in the commercial world. In the case at bar the relationship between plaintiff and
Kuhnau was such that an obligation not to appropriate the plaintiff’s improvements
could be implied. Kuhnau was paid to assist plaintiff in the development of the lat-
ter’s idea. It must have been apparent to Kuhnau that plaintiff was attempting to
produce a unit which could be marketed. Certainly it would not have been contem-
plated that as soon as the packer unit was perfected Kuhnau would have the benefit
of plaintiff’s ideas and the perfection of the unit through painstaking and expensive
experimentation. It is to be remembered that the plaintiff’s experimentation was be-
ing carried on, not on the assumption that he was duplicating an existing machine,
but upon the assumption that he was creating a new product. It has been recognized
in the cases that a manufacturer who has been employed to develop an inventor’s
ideas is not entitled to appropriate those ideas to his own use.

Hyde Corporation v. Huffines, 314 S.W.2d 763 (Tex. 1958) is closely in point. In
that case the defendant manufacturer, having gained knowledge of a garbage com-
pressor through a licensing agreement with the plaintiff inventor, repudiated the
agreement and proceeded to manufacture and sell on its own account a compres-
sor of similar design. Defendant was enjoined. The court held that the parties were
in a confidential relationship and that the information relating to the compressor ac-
quired by the defendant incident to that relationship could not be appropriated by
him. In that case, as in the present case, plaintiff obtained a patent during the course
of the trial. The defendant argued that since plaintiff’s process was revealed by the
patent the process could not be regarded as a trade secret. The court held that the
public disclosure of plaintiff’s process did not remove defendant’s duty not to ex-
ploit the economic advantage gained through the information initially disclosed to
him by plaintiff. We see no essential difference between the facts in the Hyde case
and the case at bar.

The principles applied in the foregoing cases have been recognized by this court.
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In McKinzie v. Cline, 252 P.2d 564 (Or. 1953), the plaintiff employed the defen-
dants to manufacture a gun swivel which one of the plaintiffs had invented. The de-
fendants discontinued manufacturing the swivel for the plaintiffs and proceeded to
manufacture and sell it for their own account. It was held that defendants violated a
confidential relationship which existed between the parties and that therefore plain-
tiffs were entitled to an injunction and damages. In that case, as in the present one,
plaintiffs had placed their product on the market and had discussed its manufacture
with various machinists. The court noted that there was no “evidence in the record
that anyone other than defendant Cline and the plaintiffs had any knowledge of the
inside workings of the gadget.” The court went further and held that even though
others might have become acquainted with the manufacturing process this would
not entitle the defendants to violate the confidence reposed in them by the plaintiffs.
With respect to this point, defendants in the present case argue that the McKinzie
case is distinguishable from the case at bar in that the mechanism of the gun swivel
was complex, whereas the mechanism of the garbage truck was not. The evidence
does not support this contention. The description of the packer mechanism, partic-
ularly the manner in which the blade was attached (the proper adjustment of which
was one of the principal improvements claimed by plaintiff ), would indicate that it
was of such complexity that more than a general inspection of the unit would be re-
quired to reveal the secret of plaintiff’s improvements. The McKinzie case followed
the line of authority previously discussed which de-emphasizes the elements of se-
crecy and novelty and stresses the breach of the confidential relation between the
parties. The court adopted the higher standard of commercial ethics to which we
have already alluded:

If our systemof private enterprise onwhich our nation has thrived, pros-
pered and grown great is to survive, fair dealing, honesty and good faith
between contracting parties must be zealously maintained; therefore,
if one who has learned of another’s invention through contractual re-
lationship, such as in the present case, takes unconscionable and in-
equitable advantage of the other to his own enrichment and at the ex-
pense of the latter, a court of equity will extend its broad equitable pow-
ers to protect the party injured.

We reaffirm this declaration of business ethics and hold that defendant Kuhnau vi-
olated his duty to plaintiff by appropriating the information derived through their
business relationship.

Defendants contend that there was no proof that their product contained the
improvements alleged to have been developed by plaintiff. There is evidence that
the plaintiff’s and defendants’ trucks were similar in structure and design. The trial
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judge, who inspected the trucks, concluded that defendants’ trucks used the im-
provements developed by plaintiff. Where a person develops a product similar to
that developed by his discloser, the proof of similarity may be sufficient to impose
upon the disclosee the burden of proving that therewas nomisappropriation. Hoeltke
v. C.M. Kemp Mfg. Co., 80 F.2d 912 (4th Cir. 1936) stated: “The similarity of de-
fendant’s device to that of complainant is strong proof that one was copied from
the other; for it is hardly probable that different persons should independently of
each other invent devices so nearly similar at so nearly the same time.” In the same
case the court said that “one who admittedly receives a disclosure from an inventor,
proceeds thereafter to manufacture articles of similar character, and, when called to
account, makes answer that he was using his own ideas and not the ideas imparted to
him”must sustain his position by proof that is “clear, satisfactory, and beyond a rea-
sonable doubt.” We are of the opinion that there was sufficient evidence to support
the conclusion that defendants appropriated plaintiff’s improvements.

E Defenses
The two most significant “defenses” to trade secret infringement are independent
discovery and reverse engineering. I put “defenses” in quotation marks to empha-
size that neither adds anything to the doctrines you have already seen. (Wewill meet
other defenses, such as fair use and first sale in copyright, in which the defendant in-
troduces new facts and relies on additional doctrines to defeat what would otherwise
be a valid infringement claim by the plaintiff.) The defendant who establishes that
she independently came up with the same information has actually defeated a cru-
cial element of the plaintiff’s case-in-chief: that the defendant stole the information
from the plaintiff. Similarly, the usual definitions of “improper means” simply ex-
clude reverse engineering: the plaintiff who proves only that the defendant reverse
engineered her product has again failed to show an act of misappropriation.

Independent discovery needs little further discussion for now (although when
we get to copyright we will say a bit more about how a defendant might prove, or a
plaintiff might disprove, independent creation). Reverse engineering is convention-
ally defined as “starting with the known product and working backward to divine
the process which aided in its development or manufacture.” Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bi-
cron Corp., 416 U.S. 470 (1974) Courts sometimes add that the “known product”
must have been obtained lawfully: it is no defense to argue that you reverse engi-
neered the widget-making-machine you stole from your competitor’s factory. Why
allow reverse engineering? For one thing, it reflects a policy of recognizing personal
property owners’ rights over their things. If you buy it, you can break it. Reverse
engineering also promotes the same values as trade secret law itself. In the words of
the Supreme Court, it is “an essential part of innovation” that “often leads to sig-
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nificant advances in technology.” Bonito Boats, Inc. v. Thunder Craft Boats, Inc., 489
U.S. 14 (1989) The following problems explore the nature of reverse engineering,
among other issues.

Questions
1. In 2007, the New England Patriots football team videotaped the hand signals

used by coaches for the New York Jets to send instructions to players on the
field. Anyone in the stadium with a clear line of sight is able to see the sig-
nals. The National Football League’s rules allow for such videotaping, but
only from specific areas not including the areas the Patriots taped from (which
had better views). Did the Patriots misappropriate a trade secret?

2. In 2011, theHoustonAstros baseball team hired Jeff Luhnow as their new gen-
eral manager. Previously, Luhnow had been an executive with the St. Louis
Cardinals. While with the Cardinals, Luhnow and others build an extensive
database with detailed statistical information about players and reports on
prospective hires. When Luhnow moved to the Astros, several Cardinals em-
ployees went with him. Other Cardinals employees suspected that Luhnow
might have helped design a similar database for the Astros. They guessed that
he and the other ex-Cardinal employees might have used the same passwords
for the newAstros system, a guess that turned out to be correct. TheCardinals
employees logged into the Astros system using these passwords and examined
some of the information in it. Identify all of the trade secret issues these facts
raise.

Flaming Moe’s Problem
Moe Szyslak is the owner of Moe’s Tavern, where the specialty drink is a “Flam-
ing Moe.” Moe mixes the drinks in a back room, then sets them on fire in front of
customers.

1. Representatives from Tipsy McStagger’s Good-Time Drinking and Eating
Emporium meet with Moe to discuss licensing the recipe. As part of the ne-
gotiations, Moe tells them how it’s made. Tipsy McStagger’s breaks off talks
and start selling its own version. What result?

2. ATipsy’s employee orders a FlamingMoe, pours it into a thermos, and uses a
gas chromatograph to analyze its chemical composition. By so doing, he learns
that the secret ingredient is cough syrup. What result?

3. A Tipsy’s employee goes to Moe’s Tavern and bribes a bartender to tell her
the formula. What result?

4. Same facts as before, except that anyone who tastes the drink can recognize
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that it’s cough syrup. The Tipsy’s employee still bribes the bartender to tell
them. What result?

5. Woud Moe be better off trying to patent the formula for the Flaming Moe?
Would society be better off if he did?

Locksmiths Problem
You represent the Chicago Lock Company, whose “Ace” series of locks is used in
vending machines, burglar alarms, and other high-security settings. Ace locks use
an unusual cylindrical key that requires specialized equipment to cut. Each lock has
a serial number printed on it; the company uses a secret formula to translate the
configuration of tumblers inside the lock into a serial number. The company’s policy
is that it will sell replacement keys only to the registered owner of a lock with a given
serial number. All Ace locks and keys are stamped “Do Not Duplicate.”

For years, locksmiths have known how to analyze Ace locks. After a fewminutes
poking at the lock with their tools, they can write down the configuration of pins
and tumblers inside the lock. They can then go back to their toolkits and grind a
replacement key, which will open the lock. If the locksmiths keep the configuration
information on file, they can grind replacement keys in the future without needing to
go back to the lock and analyze it again. Individual locksmiths have, for years, kept
such files for their local customers.

Recently, Morris and Victor Fanberg, two locksmiths, published a book entitled
“AA Advanced Locksmith’s Tubular Lock Codes.” They asked locksmiths around
the country to send them lists of Ace lock serial numbers and the corresponding
tumbler configurations. Based on that information, theywere able to program a com-
puter to reconstruct Chicago’s secret formula. The book contains a table that shows
how to turn an Ace serial number into a key configuration, which any locksmith with
the proper equipment could then use to cut a key opening the lock with that serial
number.

Because the serial numbers on Ace locks are frequently printed on the outside,
Chicago is concerned that the publication of this book will undermine the security of
Ace locks. It has asked you whether it can and should sue the Fanbergs for damages
and to halt publication of the book. What is your advice? Is there anything further
it would be helpful for you to know? Are there changes that Chicago Lock can and
should make to its procedures in the future?
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